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VICENTE J., BALLAND P. A. and BROSSARD O. Getting into networks and clusters: evidence from the Midi-Pyrenean global navi-

gation satellite systems (GNSS) collaboration network, Regional Studies. This paper analyses clusters from collaborative knowledge

relations embedded in wider networks in a particular technological field. Focusing on the interface of clusters and networks con-

tributes to a better understanding of collaboration, within and across places and cognitive domains. An empirical analysis of the

Midi-Pyrenean global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) cluster is proposed based on a relational database constructed from col-

laborative research and development projects funded at the European, national, and regional levels. Using Social Network Analysis

tools, the results are discussed according to (1) the structural, technological, and geographical dimensions of knowledge flows;

(2) the influence of particular organizations in the structure; and (3) the heterogeneity and complementarities of their position

and role. The paper concludes by showing that the findings provide new opportunities for cluster theories.

Knowledge Networks Economic geography Cluster Global navigation satellite systems (GNSS)

VICENTE J., BALLAND P. A. et BROSSARD O. Entrer au cœur des réseaux et des clusters: le cas du réseau de collaboration dans les

GNSS en Midi-Pyrénées, Regional Studies. L’article analyse les clusters à partir des relations collaboratives d’innovation encastrées dans
des réseaux plus larges dans un domaine technologique donné. Se positionner à l’interface des réseaux et des clusters permet d’avoir

une meilleure compréhension des collaborations, dans et entre espaces géographiques et domaines cognitifs. Nous proposons une

analyse empirique basée sur le cluster GNSS (Systèmes Globaux de Navigation par Satellite) en Midi-Pyrénées, à partir d’une base

de données relationnelles issue de l’agrégation de projets collaboratifs de R&D régionaux, nationaux et européens. A l’aide des

outils de l’analyse sociale des réseaux, nous discutons les résultats selon (1) les dimensions structurelle, technologique et géographique

des flux de connaissances, (2) l’influence de certaines organisations dans la structure, et (3) l’hétérogénéité et la complémentarité de

leur position et rôle. Nous concluons en montrant que nos résultats fournissent de nouvelles perspectives pour la théorie des clusters.

Connaissance Réseaux Economie géographique Cluster Global navigation satellite systems (GNSS)

VICENTE J., BALLAND P. A. und BROSSARD O. Einstieg in Netzwerke und Cluster: Belege aus dem kooperativen Netzwerk für

das globale Navigationssatellitensystem (GNSS) in der Region Midi-Pyrénées, Regional Studies. In diesem Beitrag analysieren wir

Cluster von kooperativen Wissensbeziehungen, die in breitere Netzwerke eines bestimmten technologischen Gebiets eingebettet

sind. Die Konzentration auf die Schnittstelle zwischen Clustern und Netzwerken trägt zu einem besseren Verständnis der Zusam-

menarbeit innerhalb von und zwischen Orten und kognitiven Bereichen bei. Wir stellen eine empirische Analyse des Clusters des

globalen Navigationssatellitensystems (GNSS) in der Region Midi-Pyrénées vor. Diese Analyse basiert auf einer relationalen

Datenbank, die anhand von auf europäischer, nationaler und regionaler Ebene finanzierten kooperativen Forschungs- und
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Entwicklungsprojekten erstellt wurde. Die Ergebnisse werden mit Hilfe von Instrumenten der sozialen Netzwerkanalyse hinsicht-

lich der folgenden Aspekte erörtert: (1) der strukturellen, technologischen und geografischen Dimensionen der Wissensflüsse,

(2) des Einflusses bestimmter Organisationen auf die Struktur und (3) der Heterogenität und Komplementaritäten ihrer Position

und Rolle. Zum Abschluss wird aufgezeigt, inwiefern die Ergebnisse neues Potenzial für Cluster-Theorien bieten.

Wissen Netzwerke Wirtschaftsgeografie Cluster Globales navigationssatellitensystem (GNSS)

VICENTE J., BALLAND P. A. y BROSSARD O. Entrar en el corazón de las redes y las aglomeraciones: el caso de la red de colabora-

ción del sistema global de navegación por satélite (GNSS) en la región de Mediodı́a-Pirineos, Regional Studies. En este artı́culo

analizamos las aglomeraciones que surgen a partir de las relaciones colaboradoras de conocimientos arraigadas en redes más

amplias en un determinado campo tecnológico. Concentrarse en la interfaz de las aglomeraciones y las redes contribuye a entender

mejor la colaboración dentro y entre los espacios y dominios cognitivos. Proponemos un análisis empı́rico de la aglomeración del

GNSS (sistema global de navegación por satélite) en la región de Mediodı́a-Pirineos basado en un banco de datos relacionales

construido a partir de proyectos de colaboración sobre investigación y desarrollo con financiación regional, nacional y

europea. Con ayuda de las herramientas para el análisis de redes sociales, se analizan los resultados según (1) las dimensiones estruc-

turales, tecnológicas y geográficas de los flujos de conocimiento; (2) la influencia de organizaciones concretas en la estructura; y

(3) la heterogeneidad y las complementariedades de su posición y función. Concluimos este artı́culo mostrando que los resultados

brindan nuevas perspectivas a las teorı́as de aglomeración.

Conocimiento Redes Geografı́a económica Aglomeración Sistema global de navegación por satélite (GNSS)

JEL classifications: O32, R12

INTRODUCTION

In the economics of knowledge, clusters and networks
are subject to a growing interest due to the increased

observation of collective knowledge processes

(COOKE, 2002) and their spatial concentration
(PORTER, 1998) in many technological fields. Nowa-

days knowledge processes are composite ones, that is,

they combine many interacting pieces of knowledge
coming from different cognitive domains. The present

paper proposes that knowledge networks and clusters

come from the complex aggregation of relational strat-
egies (POWELL and GRODAL, 2005; COWAN et al.,
2007) between organizations embedded in composite

knowledge processes (CKPs). The second assumption
of this work is that space matters even if it does not

signify that geographical proximity between organiz-

ations is the panacea for knowledge creation and diffu-
sion. The paper thus follows an emerging literature

which is cautious about the univocal role of geographi-

cal proximity in collective knowledge processes
(BRESCHI and LISSONI, 2001; BATHELT et al., 2004;
RYCHEN and ZIMMERMANN, 2009; CREVOISIER and

JEANNERAT, 2009). If firms combine internal and
external knowledge, they also combine local and

distant interactions according to a set of critical para-

meters related to their place in the knowledge value
chain, the extent of their geographical market, and

the respective absorptive capabilities of their partners.

In order to propose a better understanding of collective
knowledge processes, within and across places, and

within and across cognitive domains, this paper

focuses on the interface of clusters and networks.
Network analysis tools (BORGATTI et al., 2002) are

well suited to identifying clusters and networks in

regional science (TER WAL and BOSCHMA, 2008;

RYCHEN and ZIMMERMANN, 2009), in particular

when their structural features are coupled with non-
structural ones (OWEN-SMITH and POWELL, 2004).

Indeed, the geographical location and technological

features of the ‘players’ can have an influence on the
structural form of the ‘web’ of knowledge flows. This

paper contributes to these developments, with an

empirical focus on a particular CKP: the global naviga-
tion satellite systems (GNSS) technological field. GNSS

cross several knowledge segments – from orbital infra-

structure to a wide set of on-ground applications, and
also traverse several industrial sectors such as telecom-

munications, tourism, security, transport, and so on.

This technological field is thus a composite one (ANTO-

NELLI, 2006) due to the extent of knowledge combi-

nations such technologies generally require before

their potential diffusion. An emerging methodology is
used that initially consists of publicly funded collabora-

tive research and development (R&D) projects, hence
providing a wide view of knowledge relations, especially

in emerging technological fields (AUTANT-BERNARD

et al., 2007). This data-collecting process aims to ident-
ify how a local cluster could be embedded (or not) in a

technological field. Therefore, only collaborative GNSS

R&D projects are considered, including ‘players’ from
one of the GNSS industry’s major European regions:

the Midi-Pyrenees Region (MP). The MP is not a

random choice. This French region is an important
European region for the space and aeronautics industry

that nowadays combines its cumulative knowledge

process in this sector with moves towards the emerging
civil mobility, positioning, and navigation technologies

which are supported by the European Geostationary
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Navigation Overlay Service (EGNOS) and Galileo
European programmes.

This paper is organized as follows. The second

section summarizes the main issues that concern the
links between collaboration networks and economic

geography. In so doing, it discusses how network analy-

sis helps show that clusters are embedded in larger net-
works. A set of theoretical arguments that combine

structural, geographical, and technological properties

in the identification of a particular cluster are proposed.
The third section presents the technological field of

GNSS, the relational data with the variables (attributes

of the nodes), and the selection routine for knowledge
relations (the ties between the nodes). In particular,

focus is made especially on the relevant network bound-

aries. In order to do this, the same protocol as that of
OWEN-SMITH and POWELL (2004) is followed, empha-

sizing how a cluster is embedded in a technological

field. The starting network focuses on collaborative
R&D projects in the GNSS technological field and

thus aggregates the organizations located in the MP,

the relations among them, and all organizations in any
location that have a network tie with MP-based organ-

izations. The fourth section discusses the visualization

of the particular network and of two relevant sub-
networks (the local cluster and the cluster/pipeline
structure). The fifth section investigates a set of quanti-

tative results that relate to some descriptive statistics and
traditional indexes from network analysis. The sixth

section discusses the results in a more qualitative way

according to three main focuses: (1) the structural and
geographical organization of knowledge flows, (2) the

influence particular nodes have within the structure,

and (3) the heterogeneity and complementarities of
their position and role in the network.

NETWORKS AND CLUSTERS AS AWEB

OF COMPOSITE KNOWLEDGE

PROCESSES (CKPS)

Starting from CKP and collaboration networks rather than

places per se

Since the development of Porter’s ideas on clusters –

PORTER (1998, p. 78) defined clusters as ‘geographic
concentrations of interconnected companies and insti-

tutions in a particular field’ – several bodies of work

have stressed the coexistence of different types of clus-
ters (MARKUSEN, 1996; IAMMARINO and MCCANN,

2006). It is suggested here that clusters, as the aggrega-

tion of interacting organizations in the same geographi-
cal location, have to be studied from the perspective of a

larger network. Places and networks are meso-struc-

tures that do not necessarily link together every time.
However, they can intersect when it is assumed that

they are the ‘locus’ of the dynamics of a peculiar

technological field (WHITE et al., 2004).

Technological fields are more or less coherent
structures representing CKPs, that is, processes in

which dispersed and fragmented inputs of knowledge

are combined for the purpose of the production of
knowledge outputs (ANTONELLI, 2006). At the micro-

economic level, organizations produce new knowledge

merging internal and external knowledge, and they
combine arm’s-length and network relations (UZZY,

1997) in order to manage both their knowledge appro-

priation and accessibility. At the meso-economic level,
the aggregation of these knowledge relations gives rise

to a network which features a set of structural properties

(POWELL and GRODAL, 2005). For instance, if a tech-
nological field features strong arm’s-length relations

and strong competing pressure, the network density

will be weak; on the contrary, organizations that
improve their conditions of knowledge accessibility by

multiplying knowledge partnerships will appear more

central than other organizations in the network. Starting
from a CKP and gaining access to its network is thus a

relevant approach if one wishes to dispute the notion

that knowledge would escape ‘into the atmosphere’.
Knowledge spreads via networks and via the intended

effort by agents to connect fragmented bits of knowl-

edge (BRESCHI and LISSONI, 2001).

Structural/geographical/technological features of networks and
clusters

Because the structural features of networks can vary

according to the technological field, it is not surprising
that local clusters similarly vary in their structural form,

but it is necessary to understand why networks can have

a local dimension which is stronger or weaker and how
this local element is structurally connected with its

outside environment.

The literature on economic geography and econ-
omics of knowledge has produced interesting results.

The basic idea is that clustering processes occur when

the composite knowledge process requires the combi-
nation of cognitively distant but related pieces of

knowledge (NOOTEBOOM, 2005; BOSCHMA, 2005).

Between high specialization and high diversification,
fragmented pieces of knowledge coming from more

or less distant knowledge domains can be intercon-

nected around an emerging technological window or
standard (VICENTE and SUIRE, 2007). Since knowledge

spillovers can be both intended (the intentional effort to

share knowledge) and unintended, geographical
proximity causes ambivalent effects on innovation.

When cognitive distance is large enough and knowl-

edge assets are complementary, geographical proximity
favours intended knowledge spillovers as long as organ-

izations are involved in a relation. The gap between

their respective knowledge bases which can impede
accessibility is reduced by the potentiality of frequent

meetings, whereas their different respective core activi-

ties moderate the risk of under-appropriation. Inversely,
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the co-location of firms endowed with close knowledge
capabilities, even if it is in their mutual interest to

cooperate, can engender unintended knowledge spil-

lovers and a climate of mistrust. For this situation,
BATHELT et al. (2004) and TORRE (2008) showed that

pipeline structures and temporary proximity correspond

better to this kind of relation.
The question is how does one include these issues in

the classic structural approach for networks? In line with

OWEN-SMITH and POWELL (2004), adding non-struc-
tural dimensions, that is, geographical and technological

dimensions, is suggested. Indeed, the introduction of

non-structural dimensions leads to a more complete
view on (1) how the compositeness of the knowledge

process affects the structural properties of the network

and their resulting geography; and (2) how the knowl-
edge flows in the structure are conditional on the

heterogeneous and complementary roles and positions

that organizations achieve through their relational
strategies.

Social network analysis and localized collaboration networks

Social network analysis (WASSERMAN and FAUST,

1994) is particularly suited to the examination of such
issues. Among others, the work of OWEN-SMITH and

POWELL (2004) on the Boston biotechnology cluster,

of GIULIANI and BELL (2005) on the Chilean wine
cluster, of BOSCHMA and TER WAL (2007) on the

South Italian footwear district, and of MORRISON

(2008) on the Murge sofa district constitute the first
attempts to improve knowledge about the interaction

mechanisms at work in clusters.

Social network analysis provides concepts and tools
that highlight the structural properties of localized col-

laboration networks. First of all, at the meso-economic

level, the basic social network analysis density measures
outline the existence or non-existence of a cluster and

how the latter is embedded in a technological field. A

firm’s agglomeration that displays a weak density of
local knowledge relations will be more of a ‘satellite

platform’ (MARKUSEN, 1996) than a cluster per se,

that is, a local structure which is more or less cohesive.
On the contrary, an excessive density of local relations in

a cluster can engender redundancies and, because

relations mean costs, a slump in efficiency for organiz-
ations. Moreover, the study of network densities can

be refined by matching the location and the knowledge

base of the organizations. These measures are thus suited
to identifying how the different knowledge bases of the

CKP are connected and give an overview of how cluster

and pipeline relations coexist in the production and the
diffusion of knowledge (BATHELT et al., 2004).

In addition to densities, one of the most used struc-

tural properties is network cliquishness, that is, groups
of organizations that are more closely linked to each

other than to other organizations. These properties

can be ‘emergent’ when they derive from the

aggregation of bilateral relations, but they can also be
‘presupposed’ when cliques strictly represent groups of

n-lateral relations. The more the network is constructed

from n-lateral relations, the more it has chance to display
cliquishness properties, as in the studies of AUTANT-

BERNARD et al. (2007). In this case, the analysis can

focus on nodes as in most network analysis, but due
to the strong presupposed network cliquishness it

would be pertinent to consider the bipartite (or

bimodal) network, that is, a network that takes into
account the ties between two sets of nodes at two differ-

ent levels – the ties between organizations and pro-

jects.1 In doing so, additional properties can be
studied by exploring how collaborative projects rely

on each other through affiliated actors and provide a

particular structure of preferential interactions that
influences knowledge diffusion. In particular, cliquish-

ness properties, if they are salient, show that knowledge

does not spread in a random way throughout the
network but into subgroups of organizations which

can be more or less connected with each other if

some of the organizations act as a bridge within the
structure (BURT, 1992). Moreover, the existence of

cliques in a network can be explained by the necessity

for some organizations to protect themselves from the
risks of knowledge under-appropriation. Because

knowledge spills over via interaction structures rather

than via a pure corridor effect (BRESCHI and LISSONI,
2001), organizations with close knowledge capabilities

maintain a high level of knowledge accessibility by con-

necting to the network at the same time as they limit the
risks of unintended knowledge spillovers by positioning

themselves in cliques that are more or less disconnected.

Conversely, other organizations such as public research
organizations can employ an inverse relational strategy

by connecting disconnected organizations, since they

are naturally less affected by these risks.
These structural properties result from the role and

position that organizations develop through their rela-

tional strategies. Knowledge relations in a network are
not randomly distributed. First of all, as corroborated

by many monographs on clusters, organizations have

very differentiated positions: in terms of influence and
power, in the knowledge dynamics at work in a

cluster, and in a technological field. The ‘hub-
and-spoke’ structure of agglomerations observed by

MARKUSEN (1996) is a good example of such influence

and power. In this type of structure, a very central firm is
tied to all the others, while these others are poorly con-

nected to each other so that the knowledge trajectory is

strongly associated with the strategy of the main firm.
By proposing a set of centrality indexes for organizations

in a network, social network analysis furnishes suitable

tools for dealing with this topic. Moreover, in a knowl-
edge network that traverses both a technological field

and a geographical location, the knowledge dynamics

can be driven from inside as well as outside the
cluster, in particular when outside companies succeed

1062 Jerome Vicente et al.
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in forming a limited number of, but very strategic,
relations with ‘insiders’. Lastly, in addition to their

central position, organizations embedded in a network

can adopt different roles according to the way in
which they position themselves in relation to others.

A network is generally represented by non-overlapping

categories of organizations so that the influence and
power of an organization depends on their centrality,

but also on their ability to broker relations between cat-

egories of organizations. In adherence with GOULD and
FERNANDEZ (1989), the present paper follows the

notion that ‘communication of resources that flows

within groups should in general be distinguished from
flows between groups’ (p. 91). For instance, as demon-

strated by RYCHEN and ZIMMERMANN (2009), if one

considers cluster insiders and cluster outsiders as non-
overlapping groups, two central insiders will have a

different role if one is mostly tied to insiders, whereas

the other is mostly tied to outsiders. In the first case,
the organization will be considered as a ‘coordinator’.

As observed by OWEN-SMITH and POWELL (2004) in

the Boston biotechnology cluster, this role is typical of
the one played by public research organizations. In the

second case, the organization will be considered as a

‘gatekeeper’ (ALLEN, 1977), that is, an organization
that derives its influence from its ability to act as an

intermediate for knowledge between non-connected

insiders and outsiders. Many cluster studies show that
clusters take advantage of the existence of gatekeepers

(RYCHEN and ZIMMERMANN, 2009), that is, the key

organizations that ensure the embeddedness of the
cluster into the technological field. If one extends

these roles from geographical space to knowledge

space, it can also be assumed that organizations differ
in their ability to coordinate knowledge in a group of

organizations having similar knowledge capabilities,

for example, for the purposes of standardization,
whilst other organizations will prefer to have a gate-

keeper strategy by connecting non-connected organiz-

ations developing complementary knowledge bases in
order to position themselves as the missing link for

the CKP.

CONTEXT, DATA AND METHODOLOGY:

THE GNSS TECHNOLOGICAL FIELD

This section summarizes the context, the data, and the

methodology. After an overview of the key role of the
Midi-Pyrenees Region (MP) in the GNSS technologi-

cal field, it presents the relational data set, constructed

from an original aggregation of collective R&D pro-
jects. It thus discusses its representativeness and

presents the variables. Finally, the section presents the

methodology of the empirical analysis, based on the
identification of the structural properties and the key

role and position of the main players using the standard

UCINET tools (BORGATTI et al., 2002).

The composite knowledge process

GNSS is a standard term for the systems that provide

positioning and navigation solutions from signals trans-

mitted by orbiting satellites. In the past decades these
technologies were mainly developed by the defence

industry (missile guidance) and the aircraft industry

(air fleet management). The knowledge dynamics
were cumulative, based on incremental innovations

dedicated to the narrow aerospace industry market.

Nowadays, these technological dynamics present the
characteristics of a CKP. Indeed (Fig. 1), in the techno-

logical and symbolic paradigm of mobility, GNSS rep-

resents technologies that find complementarities and
integration opportunities in many other technological

and socio-economic contexts.

The GNSS field is a worldwide technological field
which combines clusters and pipelines. Indeed, consid-

ering the European level, BALLAND and VICENTE

(2009) have identified seven main GNSS clusters in

the regions of Midi-Pyrenees, Ile de France (both

France), Upper Bavaria (Germany), Inner London
(United Kingdom), Community of Madrid (Spain),

Tuscany, and Lazio (both Italy). The present study

only focuses on the knowledge relations starting from
(and inside) the MP so as to explain how CKPs

combine local and non-local relations. The choice of

the MP is not random. Indeed, the MP has a concen-
tration of more than 12 000 jobs dedicated to spatial

activities and was recently identified by the French gov-

ernment as being the worldwide ‘competitiveness
cluster’ in aerospace and on-board systems (DUPUY

and GILLY, 1999; ZULIANI, 2008). The MP is an his-

torical leader in Europe for the design and creation of
space systems and it houses the main actors working

on the two major GNSS European programmes – the

European Geostationary Navigation Overlay Service
(EGNOS) and Galileo – such as the CNES (National

Centre of Spatial Studies), EADS Astrium, and Thales

Alenia Space (TAS). In particular, the coexistence
within the same place of the two major competing

Fig. 1. Composite knowledge process in the global navigation
satellite system (GNSS)

Note: GIS, geographical information system
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companies EADS Astrium and TAS is a remarkable
point. It should be interesting to study how organizations

that display a weak level of cognitive distance co-exist in

the same place, and how each one manages the intended
and unintended knowledge spillovers through its position

in the relational structure of the cluster.

An aggregative method for collaborative knowledge projects

Data sources. An intensive amount of deskwork

enabled the authors to list all the main regional organiz-
ations involved in the GNSS technological field, from

space and ground infrastructures to applications and

related services, and from large firms to small and
medium-sized enterprises and research units. In doing

that, a database was constructed of thirty collaborative

projects in which these organizations are involved
(Table 1), ensuring a ‘snowball effect’ by bringing

together other firms that consequently add complemen-

tary pieces of knowledge to the CKP, inside and outside
the region, through these collaborative R&D projects.

The data aggregation decision tree starts with two

main sets of sources: regional sources2 (through the
review of websites dedicated to GNSS) and European

sources,3 focusing only on projects that include

‘navigation’ or ‘positioning’ and Galileo or EGNOS.
Once the collaborative projects were identified in a

nested system of publicly funded collaborative projects,4

all the projects’ websites were visited in order to
examine their work package organization and hence

remove non-relevant knowledge relations (see below).

Ties selection process. The relational database brings
together projects that differ in size. These depend

really on the geographical scale of the funding,

bearing in mind that regional and national projects
bring together fewer units than European Projects

(three to fourteen partners in regional and national pro-

jects, eighteen to fifty-seven partners in four of the
European projects). Selecting the ties consists of clean-

ing up the relational database by removing pair-wise

relations between partners who are not involved in
the same work packages for the whole of the project,

and maintaining pair-wise relations between the

project leader and all the partners. Moreover, when
the leader of the project is outside the region, the

work packages in which MP organizations are involved

are only considered.

Comments on the relational database. Such a method-

ology implies comments relating to both its advantages

and its limitations. Firstly, starting from publicly funded
projects is certainly a non-exhaustive way of capturing

all the relations between firms, but the advantage is

that the analysis thereby resides on a clear definition
of what is a knowledge relation and avoids the vagueness

of the nature of the relations that can be perceived when

one understands relations uniquely through interviews.
In particular, the density of relations can be approxi-

mated objectively by using an index referring to the

number of projects in which organizations are involved
pair-wise. Nevertheless, the data can be perceived

as being representative of the knowledge process of

GNSS in (and from) the MP for the period
2005–2008:5

. GNSSs are emerging technologies that concern

applications dedicated to public utilities such as trans-
port security, environment observation, telecommu-

nications, and so on. In this way, GNSSs are among

the priorities for policy-makers, whatever their geo-
graphical scale.

. Considering that public funding is conditional on

‘requests for tender’, the organizations in the database
are those which have succeeded in obtaining the

funding due to their legitimacy in this technological

field. This legitimacy results from their experience
in past relations, so the relational database is strongly

representative of the knowledge trends in the techno-

logical field.

Secondly, using projects as a starting point is depen-

dent on the geographical scale of the public funding,

Table 1. Global navigation satellite system (GNSS)
collaborative projects

Project

Number of

partners Geographic scale

SITEEG 14 Midi-Pyrenees Region

SSA-CAPYTOL 9 Midi-Pyrenees Region

TRANSCONSTROL 4 Midi-Pyrenees Region

TELEMED-AERO 9 Midi-Pyrenees Region

TSARS 2 Midi-Pyrenees Region

OURSES 9 France

FILONAS SDIS 31 10 Midi-Pyrenees Region

Géo Marathon 3 Midi-Pyrenees Region

SPSA 3 France

LIAISON 32 (17) European Union

Sinergit 8 France

CityNav 7 Midi-Pyrenees Region

WI AERO 3 Midi-Pyrenees Region

AIR NET 4 European Union

CIVITAS MOBILIS 9 Midi-Pyrenees Region

AVANTAGE 4 Midi-Pyrenees Region

BINAUR 5 Midi-Pyrenees Region

Egnos bus 2 Midi-Pyrenees Region

Terranoos 2 Midi-Pyrenees Region

TONICité 3 Midi-Pyrenees Region

Fil Vert 2006 4 Midi-Pyrenees Region

Astro+ 21 European Union

ACRUSS 4 Midi-Pyrenees Region

Geo-urgences 4 Midi-Pyrenees Region

CTS-SAT 4 Midi-Pyrenees Region

Safespot (WP2) 57 (11) European Union

Harmless 10 European Union

M-Trade 10 European Union

Agile (WP 4, 5, 6, 7) 18 (13) European Union

GIROADS 13 European Union

Note:Numbers given in parentheses are the numbers of partners con-

sidered in the study according to the selection routine.
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which can be regional, national, or European. Never-
theless, this limitation can be transformed into a con-

venient advantage since these three scales of funding

are distinguished. The aggregation of these projects
and their transformation into a unified network struc-

ture thus ensures a representative view of the embedd-

edness of regional organizations into the European
GNSS field. Consequently, the protocol follows the

multilevel governance system that typifies research

funding in Europe and constitutes the current ‘circuitry
of network policy’ (COOKE, 2002). As a perfect exhaus-

tiveness is difficult to reach, it is possible that marginal

data are missing. Data concerning knowledge relations,
in which local organizations are involved and that are

supported or funded at the regional level, but by

another region, could be missing. Nevertheless, a test
conducted from the public information available on

the organizations’ websites confirmed that these

missing data are marginal. Moreover, the results of
one of the major MP requests for tender in navigation

satellite systems (VANS), which includes five collabora-

tive R&D projects from within the database, show that
the MP organizations represent 80% of the selected

partners. Similarly, ULISS, the French requests for

tender on EGNOS and Galileo applications, restricts
the eligibility to organizations located in France.

Table 2 presents some basics statistics relating to the

relational database, whereas Fig. 2 shows the degree dis-
tribution of ties in the network and takes the form of a

quasi-rectangular hyperbola, that is, a few nodes con-

centrate a large part of the relations in the structure.

Spatial attributes and knowledge features

Spatial node attributes. Each node is geographically

labelled with a very simple binary feature, ‘inside’ or

‘outside’ the MP. The protocol is thus similar to that
of OWEN-SMITH and POWELL (2004), who considered

the Boston cluster and the ‘Boston+ cluster’, that is, the

Boston cluster augmented with all organizations in any
location that had a network tie with Boston-based

organizations. The present authors are thus only inter-

ested in one of the extremities of the pipelines. Inter-
connecting the clusters means gathering larger data of

knowledge relations as tested by AUTANT-BERNARD

et al. (2007) and BALLAND and VICENTE (2009) with
data from the European Framework Programmes, but

without any consideration of nationwide and region-
wide programmes and funds.

Knowledge attributes. Each node is labelled according to

its main technological segment. This differentiation of
nodes aims to highlight the composite dimension of

the knowledge process. The deskwork undertaken on

projects has led to the classification of each node accord-
ing to four knowledge segments:

. The infrastructure level with all the spatial and ground

infrastructures.
. The hardware level, including all the materials and

chipsets which receive, transmit or improve the satel-

lite signal.
. The level of software, including all the software appli-

cations that use navigation and positioning data.

. The whole of the applications and services segment,
which concerns many heterogeneous agents and

socio-economic activities where navigation and posi-

tioning technologies are introduced (or should be
introduced in the future).

This attribute-based classification requires further

comment. Obviously, it would be more suitable to con-

struct this classification from technological features, for
example, patent codes, as the literature invites one to do

(NOOTEBOOM, 2000; BRESCHI and LISSONI, 2001).

However, in this case the task is difficult and to some
extent inappropriate because the desire is to take into

account the whole of the knowledge value chain.

Indeed, patenting activities primarily concern the major
elements of the infrastructure segments and hardware seg-

ments. Software segments and ‘applications and services’

segments cannot be patented, or at least only marginally.
One reason is that this knowledge process is in an emer-

gent phase. Other reasons are specific to each of these

two last segments. The software segment is included in
the copyright system and the ‘applications and services’

segment contains various kinds of practical knowledge

and specific professional expertisewhich are not patented.
The classification is thus based on the standard

classification of network industries (SHY, 2001). This

classification is useful in the sense that it ensures a
clear distinction between the knowledge capabilities

developed in each segment, at least for the first three

classes. It has also led to a discussion on how the
technological complementarities, the production of

systemic goods, and the standardization process are

organized in this technological field.

Empirical methodology

UCINET 6 (BORGATTI et al., 2002) and Netdraw visu-

alization standard tools are used to study the network,
its structural properties, and the role and position of

the key organizations in the network. The weighted

relations matrix6 (MP+ Network) was used to draw

Table 2. Basic descriptive statistics of collaborative projects and
organizations

Collaborative projects Organizations

Number of projects 30 Number of organizations 130

Number of organizations

by project

7 Number of project by

organizations

1.67

Standard error 4.1 Standard error 1.66

Minimum 2 Minimum 1

Maximum 17 Maximum 12
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the network, including geographical and knowledge

attributes. From this matrix three other matrixes were
drawn: the dichotomized matrix, the matrix of relations

between local nodes (MP Network), and the bimodal

matrix that enabled the simplified MP+ Network to
be drawn.

BASIC DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS AND

VISUALIZATION OF THE GNSS NETWORK

Fig. 3 displays the MP+ Network, while Figs 4 and 5

focus on two distinctive zooms, the ‘MP Network’ and
the ‘simplified MP+ Network’, which display cliques

and the main pipelines between the insiders (triangles)

and the outsiders (circles). Moreover, these images
display (1) the tie strengths, corresponding to how many

times two nodes are connected pair-wise; and (2) the

four GNSS segments, from the infrastructure segment
(black) to the applications and services segment (white).

The MP+ Network

TheMP+ Network (Fig. 3) represents all the nodes and
ties resulting from the aggregation of all the collabora-

tive R&D projects. At first glance the network exhibits

interesting meso-economic properties, such as cliques,
and also visible key actors that seem to have a strong

influence within the GNSS knowledge process. The

density of the MP+ Network is 0.0944, that is,
9.44% of all possible ties are activated out of the 8385

(130 × 129/2) non-reflexive and undirected possible

ties. This network is also highly clustered since its
unweighted clustering coefficient is 0.844, while the

weighted coefficient remains high (0.490). The

average geodesic distance is 2.39, indicating that knowl-
edge should circulate easily in the network. Generally, a

short global separation between organizations and high

local clustering define ‘small world’ networks (WATTS,

2009). Nevertheless, in the particular network this

result should be interpreted cautiously; as previously
stated, the network is a bipartite one according to

NEWMAN et al.’s (2001) definition because the nodes

are involved in collaborative projects that de facto
create a strong cliquishness. If the network exhibits a

‘small world’ effect, one might be able to neutralize

this natural cliquishness effect (see below).

Identification of the relevant sub-networks

Considering the size and strong density of the MP+

Network, it would be elucidative to extract relevant

sub-networks in order to have a better view of the geo-
graphical and technological features of the network as a

whole.

Fig. 4 shows the MP Network, that is, all the geo-
graphical outsiders have been removed from the data-

base. Cliquishness is also observable, and the centrality

and influence of some nodes have been highlighted.
At this stage the apparent density of ties in the local

structure reveals the existence of a MP GNSS cluster

with a particular web of knowledge flows. Obviously,
the density of this network (16.45%) is higher than in

the MP+ Network and the geodesic distance

between nodes decreases (2.22). These results are of
little significance since all the local ties have been con-

sidered, while the ties between ‘outsiders’ have not been

taken into account for the MP+ Network similarly to
OWEN-SMITH and POWELL (2004).

Fig. 5 displays the ‘simplified’ MP+ Network. In

order to avoid this bias in the cliquishness and in the
clustering of the MP+ Network, it is thus more perti-

nent to consider the methodology employed in the

analysis of bipartite networks (ROBINS and ALEXAN-

DER, 2004), which consists of counting the diamonds7

instead of the triangles.8 In line with this methodology,

two or more organizations form a clique if they are

Fig. 2. Degree distribution
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Fig. 3. MP+ Network
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Fig. 4. MP Network
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connected pair-wise in at least two projects, and all the

organizations that exhibit this feature are replaced

within a new matrix. The network obtained now dis-
plays cliquishness properties arising from preferential

relations in the overall structure than from the collection

of projects per se. The resulting graph in Fig. 5 has a
noticeably smaller number of organizations (twenty-

six) and displays interesting structural properties. At

first glance, Fig. 5 suggests a strong cohesiveness for
the local cluster and the beginnings of global pipelines

that are concentrated on a small number of local

nodes. To be more precise, the density of the network
is 20% and the clustering coefficient is 0.818, while

the weighted coefficient remains high (0.566). The

average geodesic distance is 2.191. All these properties
suggest that this simplified MP+ Network, which neu-

tralizes the natural cliquishness effect of the former,

exhibits a ‘small world’ structure (WATTS, 1999) that
combines a high level of network cohesiveness with a

high level of knowledge accessibility.

STRUCTURE, ROLE AND POSITION IN THE

GNSS COLLABORATION NETWORK:

MAIN RESULTS

Preferential interactions

It may be useful to assess whether or not the network

reveals the presence of preferential interactions

between organizations sharing similar or complementary

knowledge. That is why the E-I index, which was pro-

posed by KRACKHARDT and STERN (1988), has been

computed to measure the group embedding on the
basis of a comparison between the numbers of within-

group ties and between-group ties. This E-I index is

defined by the following formula:

−1 ≤ E − I ;
Nb−Nw

N
≤ +1

where:

Nb =
∑

i

N i
b

Nw =

∑

i

N i
w

where Nb
i is the number of ties of group i members to

outsiders; Nw
i is the number of ties of group i members

to other group i members; and N is the total number of

ties in the network. The resulting index ranges from
–1, when all ties are internal to the group (homophily

assumption), to +1, when all ties are external to the

group (heterophily assumption).
If one restricts the attention to the network of local

nodes – the MP Network – it can be seen that organ-

izations from the MP GNSS network have a marked
preference for composite interactions between different

knowledge segments (Table 3) and that this knowledge

heterophily is statistically significant. This result

Fig. 5. Simplified MP+ Network
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confirms the concept of CKP, which has been referred

to above, in which pieces of knowledge coming from

different knowledge environments are combined and
managed in a dense network of co-localized organiz-

ations. The two knowledge segments which have the

highest preference for outward interactions are the
infrastructure and hardware segments. The cross-

density matrix shows that infrastructure nodes have

relations with all the other segments and that the hard-
ware group interacts frequently with the infrastructure

group. The CKP is thus a specific one – it is mainly

driven by infrastructure firms involved in collaborative
projects with firms and laboratories coming from the

hardware, the software or the ‘applications and services’

segments. This confirms the idea that the different part-
ners in GNSS innovative projects are grouped around

infrastructure (satellite and telecommunications) firms

seeking to foster their technological standards by devel-
oping a wide range of applications for these standards. It

is thus necessary to interact frequently with geographi-

cally close partners in order to bridge the cognitive gap.
If one moves from the local knowledge relations to the

subset of knowledge relations between insiders (MP

organizations) and outsiders (non-MP organizations)
(Table 4), the knowledge heterophily remains,9 but

with a weaker degree, in particular because of the

very low level of heterophily that features the relations

of the organizations of the infrastructure knowledge

segment at the European level.10 Indeed, if the develop-
ment of new applications and services requires local

knowledge relations that span cognitive domains,

these innovations will have more chance to be turned
into tradable and mass-market products if the infrastruc-

ture platform rests on interoperable and interconnected

infrastructures at the European level. The high level of
internal relations in the infrastructure segment thus

corresponds to the incentives built by the European

Commission for the cooperation on standards.

Actor similarities and equivalences

In the early stages of technological dynamics such as

GNSS, the problem is one of defining a standard and
finding applications that will ensure its diffusion. This

might generate intense competition between incum-

bent firms seeking to impose their standards, and geo-
graphical proximity might be a problem in this case

because of the risk of unintended knowledge spillovers

between rival firms. The MP GNSS network has two
strong competitors in the infrastructure segment –

Thales Alenia Space (TAS) and EADS Astrium – and

in addition there is the French Spatial Agency

Table 3. E-I index for groups defined by the membership of knowledge segments: network of local nodes

Frequency Percentage Possible Density

Internal 122 0.225 996 0.122

External 420 0.775 2310 0.182

E-I index 298 0.550 1314 0.397

E-I index 0.550

Expected value for the E-I index 0.397

Rescaled E-I index 0.550

Permutation test

Number of iterations 5000

Group-level E-I index

Infrastructure 0.736

Hardware 0.692

Software 0.404

Applications and services 0.485

Density matrix

Infrastructure Hardware Software

Applications and

services

Infrastructure 1.900 0.440 0.340 0.383

Hardware 0.440 0.311 0.310 0.174

Software 0.340 0.310 0.195 0.120

Applications and services 0.383 0.174 0.120 0.087

Observed Minimum Average Maximum

Standard devi-

ation (SD)

P ≥

observed

P ≤

observed

Internal 0.225 0.196 0.302 0.446 0.031 0.998 0.003

External 0.775 0.554 0.698 0.804 0.031 0.003 0.998

E-I index 0.550 0.107 0.397 0.609 0.062 0.003 0.998

Note: The E-I index is significant (p , 0.05).
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(CNES) which is also a key player in the domain of sat-

ellite building. The way they position themselves in this
context of intense competition is an important issue in the

efficiency and stability of the GNSS cluster. Do they fre-

quently interact or do they, on the contrary, try to avoid
any contact by differentiating their neighbourhood as

much as possible? To answer this question it is necessary

to analyse the cliques or quasi-cliques present in the
network. The more organizations belong to the same

clique, the more they will display a structural equivalence

and the more the flows of knowledge between them will
be dense. Obviously, as previously explained, the MP+

Networkwill display as many cliques as collaborative pro-

jects since naturally each project is a clique. This problem
can be circumvented if one uses the bipartite network in

order to reconstruct the simplified MP+ Network.

Note that a clique is defined as the biggest group of
nodes having all possible ties present within the group.

Fifteen cliques are obtained when using the basic
cliquishness assessment (Table 5).

The biggest clique, clearly observable in the simpli-

fied MP+ Network, is composed of a set of local
small and medium-sized enterprises that interact fre-

quently. It is worth noticing that TAS appears frequently

in cliques composed of local organizations (CNES,

TESA, Rockwell Collins, M3 System, Skylab, and so
on) while EADS Astrium has in preference chosen to

interact with non-local actors (Infoterra, Nottingham

Scientific Ltd). Here an answer is obtained to the ques-
tion about the networking strategies chosen by these

two rivals; in spite of their geographical proximity,

they have chosen not to interact with the same pools
of actors. TAS has preferred a local interaction strategy,

Table 5. Cliques of the simplified MP+ Network

1. TAS Tesa CNES

2. TAS Rockwell Collins France CNES

3. TAS CNES EADS Astrium

4. TAS CNES Skysoft

5. TAS Pole Star Sodit CETE/ZELT
6. TAS M3 System Pole Star Sodit

7. TAS M3 System Tesa

8. TAS Hitec Telespazio GMV

9. TAS Hitec GMV TTS Italia

10. TAS Navteq GeoConcept

11. TAS Telespazio Indra Espacio

12. TAS GeoConcept ENTEOS

13. Ergospace M3 System Pole Star Metod Localisation Magellium

Navocap Skylab Sodit

14. M3 System Skylab LCPC

15. EADS Astrium Infoterra Ltd, Nottingham Scientific Ltd

Table 4. E-I index for groups defined by membership of knowledge segments: network of relations between Midi-Pyrenees Region
and non-Midi-Pyrenees Region organizations

Frequency Percentage Possible Density

Internal 92 0.313 4746 0.019

External 202 0.687 12024 0.017

E-I index 110 0.374 7278 0.434

E-I index 0.374

Expected value for the E-I index 0.434

Rescaled E-I index 0.374

Permutation test

Number of iterations 5000

Group-level E-I index

Infrastructure 0.019

Hardware 1.000

Software 0.719

Applications and services 0.793

Density matrix

Infrastructure Hardware Software

Applications

and services

Infrastructure 0.138 0.036 0.036 0.032

Hardware 0.036 0.000 0.007 0.004

Software 0.036 0.007 0.006 0.007

Applications and services 0.032 0.004 0.007 0.003

Observed Minimum Average Maximum

Standard devi-

ation (SD)

P ≥

observed

P ≤

observed

Internal 0.313 0.095 0.283 0.483 0.051 0.310 0.736

External 0.687 0.517 0.717 0.905 0.051 0.736 0.310

E-I index 0.374 0.034 0.434 0.810 0.102 0.736 0.310

Note: The E-I index is hardly significant (p � 0.10).
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while EADS Astrium has chosen an outward-oriented
strategy. Nevertheless, it is worth noticing that TAS

and EADS Astrium belong to the same clique along

with the CNES, the French National Spatial Agency,
which is central in the standardization process of

GNSS. This situation is typical of the ‘coopetition

process’ observed in many network industries; while
companies try to avoid competition and unintended

knowledge spillovers by limiting knowledge flows

between them as much as possible, they need to
cooperate on standardization since the extent of the

potential market depends strongly on users’ and consu-

mers’ preferences for standards (SHY, 2001). This ‘battle
of standards’ is resolved by research units and public

agencies which take on the role of intermediaries in

the standard setting process (KATZ and SHAPIRO, 1994).

Role and position: centrality, efficiency and brokerage

In both geographical and relational dimensions an effi-
cient location is a critical parameter of the modern

innovative firm because it is the best way to gain

access to new pieces of knowledge and to ensure, at
the same time, a good level of knowledge appropriation.

Since the GNSS technological field is a composite

one, the choice of relational and geographical localiz-
ations is determined by a twofold challenge; there is a

need to understand that organizations endowed with

different knowledge bases must interact but, at the
same time, they need to design their innovations

around a common technological standard. This

implies that some central organizations will develop a
special kind of absorptive capacity allowing them to

detect complementary blocks of knowledge and to inte-

grate them. It also means that a GNSS network should

be structured in such a way that ensures (1) a good cir-
culation of knowledge between the MP and other

places, (2) a good circulation of knowledge between

the different knowledge segments, and (3) a central
role for some organizations endowed with a knowledge

integration capacity.

Centrality and power: which actors influence the knowledge
dynamics and where are they located?. Social network

analysis proposes three main methods for understanding

an organization’s centrality: degree centrality, closeness
centrality, and betweenness centrality. These centrality

indexes are computed with a focus on the twenty

most central organizations within theMP+ Network.11

The left side of Table 6 presents the results relating to

the closeness centrality index based on path distances,

that is, the index that measures how close an agent is
to others in terms of average geodesic distance. The

higher the index, the shorter the average geodesic dis-

tance from the node to all the other nodes. Here a
central agent is one that has knowledge accessibility

because this agent is able to reach other agents on

shorter path lengths. It is not surprising that TAS dis-
plays the greater index of closeness centrality. This

influential position is due to the fact that TAS is

involved in many collective projects. TESA and the
CNES, two research institutes, are also very central,

followed by a group of local GNSS small and

medium-sized enterprises. EADS Astrium, another
major worldwide company in the space and satellite

industry located in Toulouse, presents a smaller close-

ness centrality index.
While closeness centrality has allowed one to

measure the knowledge accessibility of an actor by the

latter’s average (geodesic) distance to the knowledge of

Table 6. Twenty most central nodes

Normalized closeness centrality Normalized degree centrality Normalized betweenness centrality

TAS 75.439 TAS 17.829 TAS 46.129

CNES 58.371 CNES 9.302 CNES 11.778

Tesa 56.332 Sodit 7.287 LCPC 7.402

M3 System 55.128 Telespazio 6.977 Sodit 7.376

Sodit 54.894 M3 System 6.977 Pole Star 7.241

Pole Star 53.750 Pole Star 6.667 M3 System 6.921

Navocap 53.306 Navocap 6.047 Navocap 6.637

Telespazio 53.086 Tesa 5.581 EADS Astrium 4.981

Skylab 52.016 EADS Astrium 5.581 Tesa 4.852

Magellium 52.016 Magellium 4.961 Actia 4.585

Ergospace 51.807 Ergospace 4.806 Magellium 3.289

Metod Localisation 51.600 GMV 4.651 Telespazio 3.240

LCPC 51.600 Metod Localisation 4.496 EADS Secure networks 2.395

CETE/ZELT 51.394 Skylab 4.186 Samu 2.120

Samu 51.190 LCPC 4.186 GMV 1.572

EADS Astrium 50.988 Skysoft 4.186 France Telecom R&D 0.992

GMV 50.588 Indra Espacio 4.186 Skylab 0.792

Alpha Mos 50.391 Hitec 4.186 Nottingham Scientific Ltd 0.708

Cap Gemini Tlse 50.391 GeoConcept 4.031 Infoterra Ltd 0.689

Hitec 49.049 Nottingham Scientific Ltd 3.566 GeoConcept 0.669

Indra Espacio 48.864 Infoterra Ltd 3.566 Hitec 0.661
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other actors, degree centrality, in the middle part of
Table 6, gives another concept of knowledge accessibil-

ity which is based on the number of opportunities for

access to external knowledge. Indeed, the degree
centrality index is just the total of each actor i’s
number of ties with the other actors. The results are

close to the previous ones, but it is worth noting
EADS Astrium’s climb to seven steps higher in the

ranking.

On the right side of Table 6 the betweenness central-
ity index is computed. In this case, the relational

influence and the capacity to absorb new knowledge

is drawn from the position of a node as an intermediary
between the other nodes, allowing this node to be

influential by brokering knowledge diffusion between

other nodes or by becoming established as a ‘leading’
intermediary. In this vision of influence, TAS keeps its

place as ‘leader’, but one can observe the increasing

influence of EADS Astrium, its direct local competitor.
Finally, some actors (TAS and the CNES) seek to

access external knowledge by shortening the distance

to other actors by multiplying the opportunities of con-
tacts and by positioning themselves as intermediaries.

Others (EADS, Actia, France Telecom R&D) seem to

have more specific networking strategies focused on
the search for betweenness centrality. Moreover, it is

worth noting that whatever is the centrality measure,

20–25% of the top twenty most central organizations
is made up of non-local nodes, which means that some

external organizations are well positioned in the

network. By supposing ‘embedded clusters’ rather than
clusters per se, it becomes possible to show the pathways

of knowledge and the organizations that play a central

role in these pathways, even if some of them can be
located outside the cluster. In the particular case this

result is interesting, because by construction of the rela-

tional database local organizations are more likely to be
central than external ones. It shows clearly that the MP

GNSS cluster is strongly embedded in a wider European

network. It is mainly explained by the geography of the
space industry, which has for a long time developed

research collaborations in Europe. It is especially true

for the GNSS industry, because research collaborations
between organizations coming from different countries

are a strategic issue for the European Union in order to
develop its own global navigation satellite system

(Galileo) and become independent from the American

global positioning satellite (GPS). Thus, it is not surpris-
ing that outside organizations display a certain degree of

influence in theMPNetwork due to the European pipe-

lines that support the development of the European
infrastructure.

Brokerage. The above results provide an initial view of

the position of the organizations in the MP+
Network, but there is no consideration of the particular

role these organizations have within the structure. The

basic geographical and knowledge attributes of the

nodes can help one to understand their so-called
‘broker’ role (GOULD and FERNANDEZ, 1989). The

different brokering strategies that can be analysed are par-

ticularly suited to studying the consequences of the
trade-off between knowledge accessibility and appro-

priation. GOULD and FERNANDEZ (1989) provided a

set of measures for these brokering profiles. Here the
present author will undertake an initial analysis to dis-

tinguish the group of local and the group of non-local

nodes, and a second analysis that differentiates the four
technological segments as outlined above. According

to the Gould and Fernandez’s definitions, nodes

exhibit a high ‘coordination’scorewhen they act as inter-
mediaries for relations between members of their own

group. They obtained a high ‘gatekeeping/representa-
tive’ score when they allowed members of their group
to contact members of another group. They obtained a

high ‘consultant’ score when they brokered relations

between members of the same group, but when they
themselves were not members of that group. Finally,

they exhibited a high ‘liaison’ score when they brokered

relations between different groups and yet they them-
selves were not part of any group.

Table 7 displays a census of the highest (raw and nor-

malized) brokerage scores12 concerning the relations
between local and non-local nodes.13 It can be observed

that even if logically the two main worldwide compa-

nies, TAS and EADS Astrium, exhibit high gatekeeper
scores when the un-normalized measure is used, the

normalized measures indicate that they have a stronger

preference for ‘consultant’ roles that lead them to
broker relations between non-local organizations. On

the contrary, a group of local innovative small and

medium-sized enterprises (M3 System, Pole Star,
Navocap) seem to play an important coordination role

among local organizations in parallel with the public

research organization TESA. The spatial research
agency CNES exhibits a high level of all types of

brokerage because it is involved in many collaborative

projects, but it seems to have a slight preference for
the gatekeeper role, chiefly because of its historical

involvement in the European space research network.

These results show that it would be irrelevant nowa-
days to analyse clusters independently of the technologi-

cal field; firstly, firms embedded in local networks are
also involved in larger ones; and secondly, non-local

firms bring knowledge from outside and capture

knowledge from inside through gatekeeping strategies.
Consequently, even if one has identified a GNSS

cluster in the MP, the aggregate efficiency of this local

structure depends not only on the internal relations,
but also on the way the cluster connects itself to larger

pipelines through a subset of nodes.

Table 8 brings supplementary information on why
the MP+ Network is typical of the current GNSS

CKP. Here the same Gould and Fernandez indexes

are used, but this time on the GNSS knowledge
segment. There is now a ‘liaison’ role since there are
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more than two groups. The size of the nodes are also

specified in terms of the number of employees and it

is indicated whether the agents are local or non-local.
If one first focuses attention on the raw (un-normal-

ized) scores, it can be observed that the biggest organiz-

ations belong to the infrastructure segment and that
they naturally have high raw brokerage scores. TAS,

Telespazio, the CNES, and EADS Astrium are big coor-

dinators inside the infrastructure segment, but they also
act as intermediaries for many relations between nodes

from the different knowledge segments. There is no

coordination brokerage in the hardware group, which

means that outward relations are the priority for these
firms.

If one now focuses on the relative (normalized) scores,

the first striking result is that all the organizations from
the hardware and software segments have a marked pre-

ference for ‘consulting’ or ‘liaison’roles. This means they

prefer to interact with partners from other knowledge
segments. Gatekeeping strategies are more frequently

Table 8. Ego-network analysis: brokerage of knowledge segments scores of the main brokers

Knowledge

segments Nodesa

Un-normalized brokerage Relative brokerage

Coordinator Gatekeeper Consult Liaison Coordinator Gatekeeper Consult Liaison

Infrastructure TAS (2200, L) 196 781 982 1442 0.537 0.954 1.199 1.060

Telespazio (1700, NL) 78 218 138 242 1.001 1.245 0.788 0.832

CNES (1896, L) 42 314 400 688 0.274 0.912 1.162 1.203

Infoterra Ltd (70, NL) 20 45 16 24 1.529 1.532 0.545 0.492

Indra Espacio (210, NL) 0 79 46 64 0 1.505 0.877 0.734

Tesa (25, L) 0 20 154 274 0 0.218 1.681 1.799

EADS Astrium (1788, L) 44 130 78 136 0.974 1.282 0.769 0.807

France Telecom R&D (80, NL) 8 37 28 56 0.553 1.138 0.861 1.037

Hardware Pole Star (9, L) 0 14 68 130 0 0.316 1.537 1.768

Navocap (30, L) 0 11 58 102 0 0.309 1.628 1.722

GMV (600, NL) 0 13 80 154 0 0.255 1.571 1.820

Software Skysoft (70, NL) 6 42 52 116 0.267 0.831 1.029 1.382

GeoConcept (90, NL) 22 50 62 54 1.060 1.073 1.330 0.697

M3 System (22, L) 6 30 34 82 0.378 0.842 0.954 1.385

Sodit (8, L) 18 59 94 102 0.622 0.908 1.446 0.944

Applications and

services

LCPC (550, NL) 40 77 34 88 1.452 1.244 0.549 0.856

Nottingham Scientific Ltd

(210, NL)

2 18 42 84 0.140 0.561 1.308 1.574

Hitec (100, NL) 62 56 12 28 3.323 1.336 0.286 0.402

Note: aNumber of employees, L(ocal)/NL(ocal).

Table 7. Egonet analysis

Geographical brokerage scores of main brokers

Un-normalized brokerage Relative (normalized) brokerage

Coordinator Gatekeeper Consultant Coordinator Gatekeeper Consultant

Non-local nodes Nottingham Scientific Ltd 120 20 4 2.893 0.490 0.098

Skysoft 238 10 0 3.647 0.156 0

Infoterra Ltd 106 20 4 2.794 0.535 0.107

Indra Espacio 232 18 0 3.422 0.270 0

Hitec 214 0 0 3.953 0 0

Telespazio 850 22 0 3.759 0.099 0

LCPC 162 72 10 2.027 0.915 0.127

France Telecom R&D 86 40 0 2.048 0.968 0

GeoConcept 218 10 0 3.621 0.169 0

GMV 210 25 0 3.193 0.386 0

Local nodes M3 System 130 26 0 2.824 0.574 0

Pole Star 130 48 0 2.274 0.853 0

CNES 340 521 376 0.765 1.190 0.859

Tesa 468 0 0 3.953 0 0

TAS 476 1071 1564 0.450 1.028 1.502

Navocap 156 13 0 3.389 0.287 0

Sodit 36 108 80 0.429 1.306 0.968

EADS Astrium 12 135 236 0.092 1.047 1.830
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chosen (in comparison with random assignments) in the
infrastructure segment, so that technological standardiz-

ation in the GNSS technological field is conducted by

organizations from the infrastructure segment rather
than from the hardware and software segments.

Moreover, it can be seen that CKPs are sustained by

the two important research organizations from the MP
Network, TESA and the CNES. Even though they are

members of the infrastructure group, they have a prefer-

ence for ‘consultant’ and ‘liaison’ roles over gatekeeping.
This may be explained by their neutrality in the knowl-

edge appropriation conflict and also by their special

absorptive capacity allowing them to manage relations
between cognitively distant partners, as clearly demon-

strated by OWEN-SMITH and POWELL (2004) in their

Boston biotechnology cluster.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The starting point of this paper was to consider clusters

as particular interaction structures that are embedded in
technological fields and different locations. With regard

to this, it is considered that the relations between cluster

insiders (the MP Network), and between insiders and
those outsiders that have a relation with the former

(the MP+ Network), constitute an appropriate bound-

ary. Social network analysis fits particularly well with
this kind of empirical study where many interacting

organizations, by their relational strategies, give rise to

a particular structure. This methodological contribution
to cluster empirical identification does not provide a

normative approach for the analysis of cluster aggregate

efficiency. Nevertheless, this approach leads to an
understanding of the complex geographical and techno-

logical organization of a particular cluster. From the

overall meso-properties of the aggregate structure to
the role and position of the organizations in the

network, the findings raise both discussion points on

cluster theories and a research agenda.
Firstly, the MP+ Network displays a weak geodesic

distance and a particular clique structure. In particular, it

is observed that cliques overlap owing to the position of
central organizations that act as bridges between cliques,

so that knowledge created in dense cliques can diffuse

efficiently into the structure by way of these bridges.
If these structural properties are compared with the

main typologies of clusters or localized industrial

systems (MARKUSEN, 1996; IAMMARINO and
MCCANN, 2006), it can be noted that the Midi-Pyre-

nean global navigation satellite systems (GNSS)

network, in its ‘MP’ or ‘MP+’ form, traverses different
forms of structure. On the one hand, the strong cohe-

siveness of the structure consisting of the local hardware

and software in small and medium-sized enterprises
recalls the structure observed in the ‘Marshallian dis-

tricts’, while on the other hand several large companies

(TAS, EADS Astrium), public research organizations

and agencies (TESA, CNES) exhibit a hub position
typical of the one observed in the ‘hub-and-spoke dis-

tricts’. A more systematic quantitative analysis of differ-

ent clusters in different technological fields will be
necessary to confirm this coexistence of different pat-

terns of clustering processes.

Secondly, the methodology, consisting of the con-
struction of a nested system of public-funded collective

projects, gives some interesting empirical perspectives.

In particular, by coupling knowledge and geographical
features with structural ones, and by matching local

and local/non-local relations, it offers an interactions-

based approach for the industrial organization of clusters
and networks. Indeed, one of the major issues for the

organizations working in network industries is the

need to set up standards. For GNSS, as for the Internet
and telecommunication industries, and in particular

when the emergent technologies and services display

the economic properties of public utilities (SHY,
2001), their diffusion depends on both the ability of

the organizations to reach an agreement on a standard,

and the variety of new applications and services this
new technology will potentially engender. When

taking this into consideration, the structural properties

of the GNSS network seem to confirm the strong pos-
ition of the MP in the European GNSS technological

field. The first stake is observable in the MP+

Network as well as in the simplified MP+ Network.
These graphs show, firstly, that the main competitors,

EADS Astrium and TAS in the infrastructure

segment, are tied directly or by the intermediary of
the CNES which plays the role of a standardization

agency. Secondly, they show that pipelines have been

built between these local organizations and the
German (Infoterra Ltd, Nottingham Scientific Ltd

mainly) and Italian (Telespazio, GMV mainly) GNSS

infrastructure companies. Obviously, this noteworthy
structure is based on the strong incentives given by

the European Commission for cooperation on standards

through the Framework Programs Policies. The second
stake is observable in the MPNetwork. The diffusion of

a GNSS standard will depend on its compatibility and

convergence with existing systems, such as telecommu-
nication systems (wi-fi in particular) and transport

systems, and with a large as possible set of software-
based applications and services in traditional sectors

(tourism, agriculture, transport, security, earth obser-

vation, and so on). The knowledge heterophily the
authors have discovered in the quantitative analysis of

the MPNetwork is illustrative of this composite knowl-

edge process (CKP) and is organized around a knowl-
edge platform (COOKE, 2007; ANTONELLI, 2006),

where geographical proximity between cognitively

distant organizations favours learning processes and
research coordination with a limited risk of unintended

knowledge spillovers (BOSCHMA, 2005). This platform

organization will help the GNSS companies find new
opportunities to impose their standards in the
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economy, while the other companies can improve their
market position by exploring and developing new ser-

vices in their own sector. The study of the structural

properties of clusters is thus a relevant and original
way to understand the part played by a location in the

industrial organization of a technological field, in par-

ticular if one considers that the long-term viability of
clusters depends on their ability to impose and maintain

technological standards (SUIRE and VICENTE, 2009).

Thirdly, a cluster aggregates heterogeneous and
complementary knowledge profiles. By knowledge pro-

files is meant not only the cognitive base and technologi-

cal segment pertaining to each of the organizations, but
also their strategic positioning in knowledge networks.

Obviously, the position of each organization depends

on their size and market power, and also on their par-
ticular broker roles in composite and geographical

knowledge dynamics. By indexing these broker roles,

one sees an interesting possibility for further theoretical
and empirical research. Indeed, the literature stresses that

the co-location of firms that are cognitively and techno-

logically close can be collectively inefficient (BOSCHMA,
2005; NOOTEBOOM and WOOLTHUIS, 2005). The

results confirm this outcome since the simplified

MP+Network shows that the majority of satellite com-
panies are located in different places. They are connected

via pipelines in European projects; the proximity

between their knowledge bases facilitates long-distance
interactions and reduces the risk of unintended knowl-

edge spillovers (TORRE, 2008). Nevertheless, the fact

has been emphasized that two of the major satellite com-
panies, TAS and EADS Astrium, are located in the same

place, so that this theoretical argument suggests that their

co-location might be inefficient. Nevertheless, by ana-
lysing the cliquishness properties and broker role, it

does not appear to be so obvious. Indeed, they belong

to a small number of overlapping cliques and thus differ-
entiate to some extent their neighbourhoods and mini-

mize their structural equivalence. Moreover, their

broker roles differentiate their geographical strategies,
the former having a stronger strategy of local coordi-

nation than the latter. Ultimately, this structural comple-

mentarity renders their co-location not as risky. This
result confirms that the level of knowledge spillovers

does not depend only on the geographical proximity
between organizations, but on their intended effort to

connect knowledge between them (BRESCHI and

LISSONI, 2001).
Fourthly, the empirical identification of the GNSS

technological field in the Midi-Pyrenees demonstrates

the particular role and position of public research organ-
izations in the aggregate structure. The findings confirm

the result obtained by OWEN-SMITH and POWELL

(2004) in their study of the Boston biotechnology
cluster. Since public research organizations (TESA

here) or research and standardization agencies (CNES

here) do not face the same knowledge accessibility/
appropriation trade-off, they position themselves

within the structure in a very different way than private
organizations. The very significant index of local

coordination computed for TESA can be understood

as the willingness of this group to connect disconnected
local organizations, whatever their knowledge

segment, in order to ‘water down’ the whole of the

local structure. The geographical gatekeeper role of
CNES marks its willingness to impose standards in

the technological field by ensuring the knowledge

accessibility and flow in the whole of the MP+
Network. Once again, introducing non-structural

features to the network nodes – here, the geographical

and knowledge attributes – highlights the differen-
tiated and complementary roles organizations develop

in the network.

Lastly, firms external to the local GNSS cluster can
play a key role in the CKP as well as in the structuring

of the local relations. The ‘outsiders’ from the top

twenty central organizations and, to a lesser extent,
their geographical gatekeeper roles give a clear illus-

tration of this finding. Since clusters are more or less

embedded in technological fields, they cannot be ana-
lysed without a focus on the structure of knowledge

flows between the cluster and the technological

environment to which it is connected. In consideration
of this, the [cluster/cluster+] protocol of data collec-

tion initiated by OWEN-SMITH and POWELL (2004)

and used in the present paper is a promising method-
ology for understanding clusters and pipelines struc-

tures, and how particular places reach efficiency from

their outside connections.
The results obtained on the structural properties and

the role and position of the organizations in the struc-

ture, along the lines of the methodological and theoreti-
cal framework begun by TER WAL and BOSCHMA

(2009), bring new research perspectives on cluster the-

ories in knowledge-based economies. Obviously, these
results should be reassessed in the future through

theoretical research on knowledge clusters and aggre-

gate efficiency within networks, as well through more
systematic empirical research on various CKPs. More-

over, one of the future issues for further research will

be to collect relational data spanning over a longer
period in order to highlight, as suggested by

BOSCHMA and FRENKEN (2009) and SUIRE and
VICENTE (2009), how clusters grow and decline along

the cycles of the technological field.
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NOTES

1. In the following empirical analysis, the bimodal network

will be used for the study of cliques since it permits
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avoidance of the overestimation of cliquishness that can

occur when one considers collaborative projects in

which many organizations are involved instead of bilat-

eral relations.

2. See http://www.navigation-satellites-toulouse.com/

?lang=en and http://www.aerospace-valley.com/en/.

3. See http://www.galileoju.com/ and http://www.gsa.

europa.eu/

4. The authors would like to thank one of the referees for

this conceptual suggestion.

5. All the collaborative projects are included in this period,

even if some of them started before and others finished

after this base period.

6. The cells Cij are defined as follows:

Cij ¼ 0 if i and j do not collaborate in any GNSS

project.

Cij ¼ 1 if i and j collaborate in one GNSS project.

Cij ¼ n if i and j collaborate in n GNSS projects.

7. A diamond appears when two organizations connected

to a project are also connected to another project.

8. A triangle is a triad that appears each time three organiz-

ations participate in the same project, which happens

very often in networks of events.

9. But with a weaker degree of significance since the p-
value of the permutation test is slightly superior to 10%.

10. The authors would like to thank an anonymous referee

who suggested computing the E-I index for this particu-

lar type of knowledge relations instead of the E-I index

for the whole of the network.

11. Note that the computation of the centrality indexes for

the simplified MP+ Network gives close results that

concern the ranking of the more central organizations,

and so are not displayed here.

12. The scores are normalized since a node endowed with

more relations than the others will automatically obtain

higher scores for any of the brokerage types. Moreover,

depending on the number and size of the attributes

group, some types of brokerage will automatically be

more frequent than others, even if they are chosen at

random. It is thus necessary to compare actual brokerage

ties with the expected ones obtained from a random

sampling. The normalized brokerage scores are then

defined as the ratios of actual scores to expected scores.

13. The raw and normalized scores of the main brokers who

had a total brokerage score of at least 150 were only com-

puted. This action is justified by the fact that random

sampling may not converge towards the true distribution

of ties when nodes have few ties.
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